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Abstract

We have studied the spatial resolution of a preshower systemwith aluminum

as absorber and silicon strips as the active sampling detector� The test beam

was performed at X� of the CERN SPS using an electron beamwith energies

between � GeV and �� GeV� The shower pro�les of di�erent beam momenta

and absorber thicknesses are compared to full GEANT simulations�
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� Introduction

In colliding beam experiments� a preshower detector is often considered to provide
a position measurement for the physics requirements that may not be achievable
by the electromagnetic calorimeter alone� The precision in two�photon separation
is important for � and �� identi�cation� and the spatial and angular resolutions
are crucial for many physics interests� Preshower detectors using silicon wafer as
the active sampling medium have been proposed for the SSC ��� and CMS ��� at
the LHC�

This study investigates the e�ect of positioning the preshower sampling plane
behind the framework of the central tracking system� The simpli�ed con�gura�
tions applied provide general information on the shower characteristics� We chose
aluminum as the absorber as it is the most popular framework material� Also
its low density sets a bound on the spatial resolution one can achieve� thus the
partition size for a preshower sampling detector can be determined�

We use silicon strip detectors behind the aluminum absorber to sample the
secondary particles of electromagnetic showers initiated by electrons of � GeV to
�� GeV� The silicon strip readout pitch is �� �m� which provides �ne screening
of shower pro�le� The high detection e�ciency and low pile�up observed gives a
detailed description of the preshower pro�le�

Several reconstruction algorithms for determining the shower center position
have been investigated� There is the basic center�of�gravity �COG� method and
others which weight the charge deposited in the silicon wafer with di�erent par�
tition widths to optimize the spatial resolution� The shower pro�le detected has
been compared to a full GEANT ��� simulation� The feasibility of GEANT simu�
lation for spatial resolution is examined�

� Test beam Setup and Data Processing

The test beam was performed at the X� beam line of the CERN SPS� The spec�
trometer magnet was calibrated with momentum precision of �p�p����� and ����
at � and �� GeV respectively ���� Wider collimator openings were applied at low
beam momentum to gain high event rate� which implies a momentum spread of
�p�p��� and �� at � and �� GeV respectively� The event trigger had a beam spot
of approximately �� � cm�� The beam contamination of hadrons and muons was
vetoed by two Cherenkov counters to below � � and cross checked by downstream
calorimeter�

The two con�gurations of aluminum absorber and silicon strip detectors are
illustrated in Fig� �� In Setup I� the aluminum absorbers of ���� ���� ���� and
���X� were positioned with the backplane �xed at �� mm from the �rst sampling
wafer� the electron beam energy applied were �� ��� ��� and �� GeV� In setup II
the absorber was ���X� at �� mm to the �rst downstream wafer� and the electron
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N� N� N� J� J� N� C� C�

readout pitch ��m� �� �� �� �� � �� �� ��
active width �mm� ��� ��� ��� ���� ���� ��� ���� ����
strip length �mm� �� � � �� �� �� � �
strip thickness ��m� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���

Setup I orientation y y x y x y y y
z position �mm� �� �� ��� ��� ��� ��� �� �
Setup II orientation y y � y x y y y
z position �mm� �� ��� � ��� ��� ��� ��� ��

�N �ADC� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���
S�N �� �� �� �� �� �� � �
e�ciency � � ���� � ���� � ���� ���� ����
intr� reso� �int ��m� � � � � � � � ��

Table �� Parameters of silicon detectors�

energy was �� GeV� The wafers before the absorber provide the reference impact
position� and the large spacing distances of down stream wafers resolve the pile
up problem of shower particles� Relevant geometrical parameters are listed in
Table �� The charge on the readout strips was collected by SVX�D chips ����
each equipped for �� channels and daisy chained to SRS�SDA modules ��� with
readout by an IBM�PC based data acquisition system�

Pedestal events were taken between beam spills during data taking� In the
analysis� pedestal events were processed �rst to produce relative pedestal values
between strips� The noise level ��N � is the RMS of the pedestal� the average
noise over channels of one wafer is used in setting thresholds� The raw ADC also
contains a common shift which is uniform through the �� channels of one SVX�D
chip� The charge collected by one readout strip is the ADC value after subtraction
of pedestal and common shift�

The induced charge on the silicon wafer from a traversing charged particle is
collected by one or more adjacent strips as a cluster� We require a cluster to have
the charge of the peak strip to be larger than � � �N and the total larger than
� � �N � The signal�to�noise ratio �S�N� obtained are listed in Table � along with
the noise level�

For clusters that contain more than one strip� the cluster charge is divided into
the charges of the left and right strips �Ql� Qr� separated by center�of�gravity�
The 	 function is de�ned as 	 � Qr��Qr � Ql�� As the readout pitch is much
smaller than the triggered beam spot� we assume that the event distribution
between readout strips are uniform� Therefore� the 	 distribution f�	� repre�
sents the nonuniform charge sharing between neighboring strips of a cluster ����
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J� N� N� C� C�
Setup I ��m� � � � �� ���
Setup II ��m� � �� �� �� ��

Table �� Precision of reference shower centers�

The 	 corrected cluster coordinate is derived from the charge integral by X �
p �
R �
�
f�	��

R
�

�
f�	� �X�� where p is the size of readout pitch and X� is the o�set

of the readout strip�
Calibration runs were performed with absorber removed between di�erent

beam line con�gurations� Unweighted linear track �tting was performed on cal�
ibration data for alignment between wafers that includes relative o�set and tilt
angle� The residuals of linear track �tting contain mainly the multiple scatter�
ing by silicon wafers and detector intrinsic resolution ��int�� We have employed
GEANT to calculate the multiple scattering by silicon wafers� The detector in�
trinsic resolutions are simulated by additional Gaussian smearing� such that the
widths of the residuals in GEANT and the calibration data agree ��� The detec�
tion e�ciency ��� of each detector is determined by searching a cluster within a
window of �� strips from the linear track projection of the other detectors� Both
�int and � are also listed in Table ��

� Shower Pro�le

We have studied the one dimensional shower pro�le detected by the preshower
sampling wafers behind the absorber� A typical event scan is shown in Fig� � of
a �� GeV electron and ���X� aluminum absorber� The reference shower center
position is the linear extrapolation of measurements by wafers before the absorber�
The precision of the reference coordinates are determined with respect to the
coordinate obtained by linear track �tting� The RMS of reference coordinates
obtained from calibration data are listed in Table ��

Shower events are selected by requiring exactly one cluster on each upstream
wafer� and the reference positions on all sampling wafers to be at lease � mm
away from the boundary of active area� These criteria prevent events mostly from
shower initiated before the absorber and provide good shower containment� As
the upstream wafers span only a small angle around the normal to the absorber
plane� where the back scattering of shower secondaries has the least �ux density ����
events containing albedo particles are also selected�

The GEANT simulations have been performed for all beam line setups� In the
simulation� the induced charge of a track crossing the silicon wafer is assigned by
random sampling on the charge distribution obtained from calibration data� The
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distributions of shower total charge collected by N� in Setup I were compared to
GEANT simulations and plotted in Fig� �� The MIP peak is distinguishable in
the low multiplicity cases� The unweighted shower pro�les of strips above � � �N
relative to the reference position are shown in Fig� ��

The pile�up of shower particles is expected in the shower core� The shower
pro�les sampled by N� and N� of Setup II using �� GeV electrons and ��� X�

aluminum absorber have been studied for the pile�up e�ect on the spatial resolu�
tion� The shower pro�les of reconstructed clusters shown in Fig� � have dense core
and long tails extending to several millimeters� Good agreement is seen on the
unweighted cluster pro�les of data �dots� to GEANT �solid lines�� The particle
density pro�les of GEANT are plotted as the dotted lines� for N� it is a factor
of ��� larger then the density of clusters in the shower core� the charge weighted
cluster pro�les of data �circles� give better correspondence�

The GEANT simulation describes well the shower core� but lower particle den�
sity in the tail causes the discrepancy in the total number of clusters� The number
of clusters measured by N� and N� are plotted in Fig� � with the distributions
of GEANT shown by solid lines� The N�� which is positioned directly behind
the absorber� sees more clusters than those further downstream� This feature is
correctly simulated by GEANT�

As the readout pitch of the silicon strip is �� �m� the pile�up resolution is
limited to ��� �m� Shown in Fig� � are the distributions of a� the distance of
closest cluster to the reference shower center and b� the average cluster charge
versus the distance to the reference shower center� The N� wafer� which is �� mm
away from the absorber� has visible pile�up e�ect in these distributions�

The long tails of the shower pro�le can be characterized by the fraction of
shower containment versus the covering range centered at the shower core� Shown
in Fig�  are the distributions of a� the number of clusters integrated� and b� the
fraction of charge integrated versus the integration range of �w to the reference
shower center� In comparison� the results of GEANT are shown by lines� The quick
rise of the distributions to the integration range corresponds to the shower core� a
proper employment of this feature is important to the shower center reconstruction
that is discussed in the next section�

� Shower Center Reconstruction

The basic algorithm to determine the shower center is the center�of�gravity �COG�
method� Considering the pile�up of shower particles� the charge weighted COG
would provide a better result� There are� however� problems due to the long tails
of shower pro�le that introduce large �uctuations in the COG by particles far o�
the center�

The following two algorithms described for shower center reconstruction are
applied to data of Setup I that has a energy scan from � to �� GeV with a ���
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X� absorber� and a scan of absorber thickness from ��� to ��� X� with �� GeV
electrons� The window algorithm locates the shower center on the sampling wafer
by the following procedure�

i� searching through all strips above ���N � the �rst median �m�� is the position
of the middle strip and the corresponding RMS is �m�

� �
P

i�xi�m����n����

where xi is the position of i�th strip of the total of n�
ii� locating the second median �m�� which is the position of the middle strip

within the region of m� � �m�
�

iii� the shower center is the unweighted COG in the window of m� � nw strips�

The density algorithm illustrated below is intended to keep the spatial resolution
of the �� �m readout pitch� while extending the range of charge collection by
combining the charge of several strips� For the i�th strip� the charge density di
is assigned as the sum of charge of adjacent �nd strips� The shower center is
reconstructed by�

i� locating the strip of maximum di above a threshold of � � nd � �N � clustering
the neighering di above � � nd � �N � and requiring the total sum to be larger
than � � nd � �N �

ii� the shower center is the di weighted COG of the shower cluster�

The shower centers reconstructed by these two algorithms were �tted to Gaussian
distributions on the shower core� Illustrated in Fig� � and Fig� �� are the RMS
values obtained by sampling wafers behind absorber for all beam line con�gu�
rations of Setup I� The parameters applied are nd�� and nw�� for density and
window algorithms respectively� corresponding to a full width of ��� �m� The
systematic uncertainty is dominated by the precision of determining the reference
coordinate by extrapolation followed by the multiple scattering by silicon wafers�
The solid line plotted in Fig� � demonstrates the RMS of extrapolation coordi�
nate relative to the reconstructed cluster position of calibration runs� The results
obtained from GEANT simulation are illustrated by the dotted lines� In the simu�
lation� the detector intrinsic resolution of each detector and reference coordinates
by extrapolation are smeared to agree with calibration data� The shower center
of GEANT is in general more precise than data� with reduced RMS of up to ����
The two algorithms tested give compatible results� The RMS obtained increases
slowly with nw and nd within a corresponding window of up to several millimeters�

A more elaborate method that takes into account the window width weighting
on the fraction of total charge would improve the spatial resolution of the recon�
structed shower center� The charge�weighted window algorithm is applied on the
data of Setup II of �� GeV electron and ��� X� absorber� The shower center is
reconstructed by�

i� �rst moving a window of size Wcut along the strips to search for the location
of the maximum fraction of charge content in the window�
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Qcut������Wcut�����m Qcut������Wcut�����m
�c ��m� �t ��m� Rc��� �c ��m� �t ��m� Rc���

N� data ���� ������ ���� ����� ���� ����
mc ���� ������ ���� ����� ������ ����

N� data ����� ������ ���� ����� ������ ����
mc ����� ������ ���� ���� ����� ����

Table �� Results of the �t to two Gaussians on the distribution of reconstructed
shower center of N� by the charge�weighted window algorithm�

ii� requiring the charge fraction to be larger than Qcut� otherwise the window
size is increased and the search started again until a window size is big
enough to contain charge above Qcut�

iii� the shower center is the charge weighted COG in the window�

Shown in Fig� �� are the distributions of reconstructed shower center to the ref�
erence coordinates of N� and N� with Wcut���� �m and Qcut������ dotted lines
are those of GEANT� The solid lines are the �t to a sum of two Gaussian func�
tions with RMS corresponding to the core��c� and tail��t� parts� The RMS of
the �t and the fraction �Rc� of the events in the core Gaussian for Qcut����� and
Wcut���� and ��� �m are listed in Table �� In comparison� the corresponding
values of GEANT are also listed�

The N� wafer in Setup II has a strong pile�up in the shower core� The stability
of the charge�weighted window algorithm for the shower center has been tested
using various threshold values of Wcut and Qcut on N� which has a large deviation
in the charge fraction to the window size due to the pile�up� The results listed
in Table � include two sets with one threshold �xed in each� We found that the
resolution and Rc are not sensitive to Qcut� it is� however� sensitive to Wcut�

� Summary

We have investigated the spatial resolution for a preshower system using silicon
strips as the active medium to detect electron showers initiated in aluminum
absorber� The high detection e�ciency and �ne sampling of the shower pro�le
provided the precision at the physics limit for the shower center reconstruction� It
is shown in the charge�weighted window algorithm that the fraction of events in
core Gaussian increases with the window size� However� a smaller sampling width
is necessary to achieve a high spatial resolution�

The shower pro�les are compared to GEANT simulations with good agreement
seen in the shower core� There is approximately a ��� lower particle density
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Wcut�����m
Qcut��� �� �� �� �� �� �� ��
�c ��m� � �� �� ��� �� ��� ���
Rc ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���

Qcut�����
Wcut ��m� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��
�c ��m� �� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��
Rc ��� ��� ��� �� ��� ��� ���

Table �� Fit results on the distributions of shower center by the charge�weighted

window algorithm of di�erent Wcut and Qcuts thresholds�

simulated in the shower tails� The reconstructed shower center is up to ��� more
precise than the one obtained on data�
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